Etnyre® Street Flushers
Patented water control system – constant water pressure
Etnyre Street Flushers
with Hydrostatically Driven Water Pumps
(auxiliary engine driven water pumps available)

- Patented Etnyre water control system automatically maintains a predetermined water pressure while flushing.
- Hydrostatic water pump drive reduces maintenance and allows adjustment to meet job requirements.
- Light weight design and improved weight distribution for larger payloads and increased productivity.

Two Styles to Choose from...

Standard Not Skirted

- Standard unit with capacities of 1900, 2200, 2500 gallons (for 120”/126” C.A. truck mounting), and 2700, 3000, 3500 gallons (for 120”/126” C.B. truck mounting).
- 750 G.P.M. water pump with hydrostatic drive.
- Three flushing nozzles with pilot operated 2” globe type valves.

with Optional Skirting

- Includes the same features as our standard Flusher plus skirting and an enclosed compartment with rear access doors.

Etnyre offers a wide variety of additional options and accessories.

For additional information on Etnyre Street Flushers, request the following information:
A-801-** Street Flusher Features.

E. D. Etnyre & Co., whose policy is one of continuous improvement, reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Photos and illustrations contain standard and optional equipment.